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FOREWORD

DEEP SOUNDING

On the surface the sea seems an omnipresent but
amorphous mass whose pervasive serenity is regularly and
unceremoniously ruptured by wild weather events and
the turbulence of storms.
We are aware, if only indirectly, of seas lashed
by violent winds and the cacophony of sound when wind
and water churn together. However, the sounds beneath
the ocean’s surface are far less familiar to us and most
often associated with submerging our ears below water
level. So, our experience betrays us into believing that the
sound under the sea is the muffled and uniform baritone
as water surrounds and undulates at our ears.
Although sound in its pure state is abstract and invisible
to the eye it is an emotive medium capable of affecting
us immediately, without any thought or explanation.
Deep Sounding currently on exhibition at Wollongong
Art Gallery provides us different ways to think about
the profusion of sounds that exist below the ocean’s
surface and how they can be experienced. The exhibition
challenges the barriers between sound, noise, and music
in the contemporary or historical sense providing an
intersection between art and science.
The exhibition prompts viewers to introspection. It is
an investigation drawing attention to larger political,
social, and cultural implications of our interaction and
relationship with our oceans through a series of unique
connections of audio collages and moving visuals.
Deep Sounding makes explicit that the ocean is a world
drowning in sound. The exhibition brings a physicality
and unexpected psychological response to the sound
of the ocean that has the power to both surprise and
entrance the viewer.
We would like to thank artists Friederike KrishnabhakdiVasilakis and Leon Vasilakis for bringing this unique,
conceptually interesting, and thoughtful aural and
visual installation to us. We hope you too will take the
opportunity to embrace the experience.

Despite appearances on the surface,
oceans aren’t quiet spaces. Sound
travels four times faster under water
than on land, making it an effective
force to communicate, to survive —
and to destroy.
Marine mammals use sounds to
communicate with each other
and to get their bearings on their
surroundings. They navigate their way
through the pitter-patter of rainfall,
the crashing of breaking waves, the
howling winds, even landslides and
earthquakes — to find food, mating
partners, and to escape predators.
We are familiar with cackling
dolphins, clicking turtles and the song
of whales, composed to communicate
over very long distances for social
reasons, as well as mating and
hunting. Sound is crucial to their
survival.
Yet, they are only a part of the
ocean’s vast sound ecology. Perhaps
lesser known is the role sound plays
in the life of smaller animals. The
snapping shrimp shoots bubbles at
its prey with a force that can shatter
a glass jar. The noise generated by a
colony of pistol shrimps is so loud it
can disrupt anti-submarine warfare.
The natural polyphony of the ocean
has, like everything else in nature’s
design, a purpose. The noise on reefs,
for example, has rhythms. According
to Steve Simpson, at dusk there is one
chorus, and at dawn, another. The fish
listen to their environment and when
it changes, their behaviour does too.
And then there is human noise.
Almost everywhere in the world,
natural underwater sounds compete
with anthropogenic noise pollution
that increasingly interferes with
underwater life. From fishing,
shipping and boating to seismic
surveying, fracking, offshore wind
turbines, oil rigs and warfare — noise
has become a serious polluter of
oceans.
Off the coast of the Illawarra, planes,
motor jets and boats move through
the air and water space of the Tasman
Sea. Over 800 commercial vessels
that call into Port Kembla each year
connect the industries of the Illawarra
with the world. These ships facilitate
the region’s significant steel and
mining industries, and most of the
motor vehicle importation and grain
export in NSW.
What happens when these
anthropogenic noises encroach on
the ocean’s sounds?
Northern Right Whales, narwhales,
dolphins and other animals
have suffered blown eardrums,
disorientation and death in high
shipping traffic and seismic survey
zones.
The smaller animals, whose acoustic
reach is outside of the human
range, suffer too. Fish, lobster and
prawns, like mammals, use sound to
communicate, procreate, and hunt:
while the pistol shrimp shoots its
prey, baby fish use sound to find their
way home to the reefs. When seismic
sounding for petroleum and gas
involves repetitive air gunning, even
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zooplankton moves away or dies on
the spot.
Noise pollution can cause pain,
disorientation and death. “We are
injecting so much noise that we are
effectively acoustically bleaching
the world’s oceans,” explains marine
bioacoustics scientist, Christopher
Clark. “We are changing the
soundtrack of the ocean through
[…] poor environmental protection”
(Clark in Joyce and McKay, 2015).
In Tasmania, zooplankton died off
by 64% after seismic surveying
(McCauley et al. 2017).
The title of this exhibition draws on
a process called depth sounding or
sounding for short. It is used in all
things nautical: fishery, naval exercise
and natural resource extraction.
Depth sounding measures the depth
of a body of water with the data used
in ocean floor maps.
The Deep Sounding project explores
ways —through creative intersections
of word, image and sound (and
through a public program of beach
walks, found objects and creative
workshops) — to deeply connect with
the ocean and to sound out, map and
stimulate human-nature relationships
that foster ocean empathy.
The Wodi Wodi people are the first
traditional custodians of the land
and water around Wollongong and
beyond and have language and
kinship connections with Dharawal,
Gundangara, Yuin and others. As
saltwater people they don’t make
the same distinction between water
and land the way Europeans do: both
areas have supplied Aboriginal people
for 50,000 years or more and both
belong to Country. The term Country
includes land and sea formations and

people, plants and animals that live
on land and in the sea that is part
of their traditional Country. Country
also encapsulates the seasons, stories
and creation spirits. The concept of
“Country” is both a place of belonging
and a way of believing (McNiven,
2008; Smyth, 1995; Sharp, 2002;
Krishnabhakdi-Vasilakis, 2010).
In western culture, to see water and
land as separate is a more recent
notion. The differentiation was
unknown “to the ancient and medieval
Greeks,” as Gillis points out (Gillis,
2014, p.156).
We live in the ecotone that bridges
ocean and land, and its own vast
waterscape.
This multi-arts exhibition
combines moving visuals of
coastal oceanscapes overlaid
with a soundscape of modulated
underwater animal recordings and
their environment, which is ours, too.
Textual meanderings into tales and
history allude to greater ecological
narratives and contemplations of what
oceans mean to the world, and what
the world means to oceans.
Through modulated sea sounds, both
natural and human, the project invites
the viewer to ‘listen’ to the ocean,
where — beyond the rolling waves —
lies a world of a polyphony of sound
and noise, of tales and imagination.
We would like to thank Christine
Howe, Aunty Barbara Nicholson,
Merlinda Bobis, Nicholas Armstrong,
Josh Peters, Jack McCosker and Karl
Burrows for their contributions to
the project.
Dr Friederike Krishnabhakdi-Vasilakis
& Leon Vasilakis
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